Treatment plan – Argan plant stem cells

The Argan plant stem cells treatment opens up new possibilities among cosmetic
treatments. As the skin ages, the reproduction of skin cells and the quantity and quality of collagen and elastic fibres are constantly decreasing. The Argan plant stem cells
embedded in the liposome reacts to the production of skin cells directly: stimulate the
regeneration of the connective tissue, enhance the skin’s softness and density
(+12,7%) and reduce wrinkle depth (-26%). It opens the door to a complete skin regeneration program for the over-used, enervate or even sensitive skin.
The area of usage:
It’s made for activating and regenerating the inflexible, paly, damaged skin. The
skin gets charged after the treatment, it becomes firmer, more flexible, and the facial contour is more visible. The skin turns out to be smooth, young-looking, and velvety.
The aim of the treatment:
1. Activate the formation of new cells
2. Maintain the memory of stem cells
3. Protecting cells environment
4. Preventing the oxidative cell damages
5. Improve the skin’s turgor
6. Reducing the depth of wrinkles
7. Increase the skin’s hydration
8. Enhance the viability of the skin
Treatment Process:
Cleansing:
Solanie Face Milk for Sensitive Skin – SO20101
Perfume free cleansing emulsion. With the help of the skin friendly and surface active
ingredients totally and gently remove pollution or make up from facial areas. The ingredients insure that it can be used for all skin type.
Usage:
Clean the skin of contaminations with massage movements using the appropriate
amount (a nut-sized amount for face, a walnut-sized amount for face, neck and décolletage) of the cream. You can apply the appropriate amount to two cotton pads or to
the treated area using your fingers and palm, or you can put it into water in a little
pot and apply it with a brush.
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Effects:
Odouless, liquid emulsion. By means of its skin-friendly surfactant ingredients, it removes contaminants and make-up perfectly and gently from the facial skin. By virtue
of its compounds, it can be used for all skin types.
Peeling:
Solanie Mango-Rice AHA Facial Peeling – SO20901
The tolerant scrubbing effect of round rice granules removes dead skin cells, improves
circulation. Diatomite, its other scrubbing ingredient, performs cleansing of pores and
absorption of dirt. Fruit acids and enzyme contents of Papaya and Mango extracts,
enriched with glycolic and lactic acids, loosen the layer of aged horny matter.
Usage:
Apply the appropriate amount of brush (half nut-sized amount to the face, and nutsized amount to neck- and décolleté) to the cleared skin, and after slight rubbing
(which can be done with wet hands), wait for few minutes for the fruit acids to take
effect. The mechanical effect can be enhanced with the usage of a peeling brush, but
the acids contained in the product also perform a fine peeling on the skin surface on
their own. Remove the brush’s grains with wet clothes or sponge, and then tone the
skin.
Effects:
The gentle rubbing effect of rice grains removes dead skin cells, improves circulation,
it virtually rejuvenates the skin surface. Its other abrasive material, the fine
diatomaceous earth of marine origin, provides for pore clearance and contamination
removal. The fruit acids and the enzyme content of mango and papaya extracts,
enriched with glycolic acid and lactic acid, loosen the old horny layer, stimulate the
formation of new cells, thus helping the formation of healthy skin. The synergic effect
of the materials and the mechanical peeling creates an even skin surface. The
nurturing avocado oil, as well as the anti-irritant and hydrating betaine and allantoin
have skin protecting, normalizing effects.

Tonifying:
Soalnie Phyto Tonic Lotion – SO20102
It refreshes and tightens the skin; a non-alcoholic tonic, a good cleanser that hydrates
skin. We recommend it after use of face milk or scrub.
Usage:
Recommended every time after cleaning and scrubbing in order to restore pH levels in
the skin. Apply the amount of one pump to two cotton pads placed on each other,
then, separating them, perform toning on the face, neck and décolletage area.
Effects:
Skin refreshing, tightening non-alcoholic tonic with good cleaning, hydrating and pH
optimizing effect. Non-alcoholic, therefor usable by people with sensitive skin.
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Hydration:
Solanie Argan plant stem cells Renew Serum – SO31605
Its special active agent complex reduces the activity of the elastase enzyme that
enhances the strengthening of the new fibres’ structure with the help of collagen
allocated in the skin. Due to its antioxidant active ingredient it reduces cell damages
caused by oxidative stress. All these enhance the protecting and vitalizing effect of
Argan plant stem cell extracts synergistically on the stem cells located in the dermis
and the basal layer. Thanks to this, it not only increases the skin density, reduces
wrinkles, smooths the skin’s surface, but it also helps to sustain a normal cell cycle
indirectly.
Usage:
Spread out 3 drops of serum on the face area (6 drops in case of face-, neck, décolleté
hydration) and then work it into the skin with cautious tapping motions.
Effects:
Its special active ingredient complex decreases the activity of elastase enzyme, facilitating the strengthening of the structure of new fibers together with collagen. Because
of its antioxidant component, it reduces cell damage caused by oxidative stress.
These all synergistically strengthen the protective and vitalizing effect of the argan
stem cells extract to the stem cells located in the dermis and basal layer. It thus increases the skin’s density, reduces wrinkles, smooths the skin surface, and indirectly
helps keep the normal cell cycle.
Ultrasound treatment:
Solanie Argan stem cells Moisture moisturizing & tightening Mask – SO21603
Deep hydration face mask for immediate moisturization. Due to its high Aloe Vera
content it recharges the dehydrated skin fast and effectively. With Vitamins, minerals, amino acids and enzymes it supports not only cell function but the formation of
new epidermis essential for skin renewal as well. Filling up the skin with moisture it
ensures and ideal environment and it also strengthens the stimulating effect of Argan
plant stem cells synergistically, thereby enhances the production of new cells. Combined with other active ingredients it helps them to be absorbed as a transport system.
Usage:
With a help of a brush or your hand spread out a nut-sized amount of mask around
the face area and perform an ultrasound treatment. After the treatment, wipe off the
non-absorbed mask from the skin with a wet sponge (or if you leave the rest of the
mask on the skin, apply a nut-sized amount of Argan Relax night cream in addition to
the oil for the massge).
Effects:
Deep hydrating mask for immediate moisture supplementation to the skin. Its high
aloe vera content fills the dehydrated skin quickly and spectacularly. It supports the
functioning of the cells and formation of new tissues necessary for the skin’s renewal
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with vitamins, minerals, amino acids and enzymes. Filling the skin with moisture, it
provides an ideal environment, and synergistically augments the stimulating effect of
argan stem cells, thus helping the formation of new cells. Combined with other active
ingredients, it facilitates their absorption as a transport system.
Massage:
Solanie Argan stem cells Contour eye care serum – SO31604
It’s a hydrating and wrinkle filler serum that helps gain a dashing eye contour. It
freshens and renews the skin by effecting the different layers of the skin. Due to Argan plant stem cells it’s able to protect and vitalize dermal stem cells. Thanks to this,
it not only enhances the skin density, reduces wrinkles, smooths the skin’s surface,
buti t also helps to sustain a normal cell cycle indirectly. Its hyaluronic acid components provide collagen and elastic fibers responsible for the skin’s tightness and flexibility with moisture, in this way supporting their function and the smoothing of wrinkles.
Usage:
Spread out a drop of gel near the eye area and work it into the skin with cautious
tapping motions.
Effects:
For glowing eye contour. It is a moisturizing and wrinkle filling serum that, affecting
various layers of the skin, renews the skin. By virtue of its argan stem cell content, it
protects and vitalizes the stem cells located in the dermis. It thus increases the skin’s
density, reduces wrinkles, smooths the skin surface, and indirectly helps keep the
normal cell cycle. Hyaluronic acid provides for the moisture of collagen and elastic
fibers responsible for the skin’s tightness and flexibility, thus facilitating their functioning and the smoothing of wrinkles.
Solanie Argan Energy skin renewal oil with Q10 Coenzyme - SO11606
Massage oil with and energizing effect for recharging the weary skin and stimulating
active agents applied during the treatment. It is exceedingly applicable with or without any combination with other massage creams as well. It enhances the skin hydration and it also prevents drying out. By binding free radicals, its complex Argan and
olive-oil components help to protect the skin’s cells from the oxidative cell damage.
The Q10 coenzyme vivifies energy gaining processes centered in the cell’s mitochondria and it also helps the aerobic cellular respiration. Antioxidant, free radical binding
effect.
Usage:
Spread out 3 pumped amount of Argan Q10 Oil in the face-, neck-, and décolleté area.
If you leave the rest of the mask on the skin, apply a nut-sized amount of Argan Relax
night cream in addition to the oil for massaging. After you finished the massage, wipe
off the non-absorbed oil with the help of a wet sponge.
Effects:
Energizing massage oil for filling tired and worn out skin, and stimulating active ingredients applied in the treatment. It can be excellently used alone or combined with
massage creams. It increases the skin’s hydration and inhibits drying. Its complex
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argan and olive oil components help protecting skin cells from oxidative cell damage
by binding free radicals. Q10 coenzyme vitalizes energy gaining processes concentrated in the cells’ mitochondria, and facilitates aerobic cellular respiration. It is an
antioxidant free radical scavenger.
Nutrition:
Solanie Argan stem cells Protect day cream - SO21601
An outstanding moisturizing cream that due to Argan plant stem cells it’s able to protect and vitalize dermal stem cells. It enhances the skin density, reduces wrinkles,
smooths the skin’s surface and helps to sustain a normal cell cycle. Its Jojoba oil
component guarantees a healthy pH level optimal for the skin that is also ideal for the
protection of the hydrolipidic film. The Illipe butter regenerates the skin, restores the
skin flexibility and reduces the puffiness, a typical trait of weary skins. Its sunscreen
protects from cell damages and skin aging caused by the UV-light.
Usage:
After finishing the treatment use it as an ending protection. Spread out a nut-sized
amount in the skin with massaging movements.
Effects:
Perfect protection all day. Very hydrating; due to its argan stem cells content, it protects and vitalizes the stem cells located in the dermis. It increases the skin’s density,
reduces wrinkles, smooths the skin surface, and helps keep the normal cell cycle. Its
jojoba oil content is optimal for the protection of the hydrolipidic film, and thus for the
reduction of water loss through the skin, and can help the normal functioning of the
sebaceous glands. Illipe oil regenerates the skin, restores its flexibility, and reduces
puffiness. Its mechanical UV filter protects from cell damage and skin aging caused
by UV light.
Solanie Argan plant stem cells Relax night cream - SO21602
Due to its Argan plant stem cells it’s able to protect and vitalize dermal stem cells. It
enhances the skin density, reduces wrinkles, smooths the skin’s surface and helps to
sustain a normal cell cycle. It contains Vitamin A, E and F; all those strengthen the
regeneration and production of new cells synergistically. It also contains wheat protein having a bio vector Botox-like effect that reduces wrinkles and besides it
strengthens the network of collagen fibers and increases the vitality of keratinocytes.
Usage:
After finishing the treatment use it as an ending protection. Spread out a nut-sized
amount in the skin with massaging movements.
Effects:
Provides ideal care for tired, worn out skin. By virtue of its argan stem cell content, it
protects and vitalizes the stem cells located in the dermis. It increases the skin’s density, reduces wrinkles, smoothes the skin surface, and helps keep the normal cell cycle. Vitamins A, E and F synergistically improve cell regenerating processes. The botox-like effect of wheat protein biovector reduces wrinkles, while also strengthening
the collagen fiber network, and increasing the vitality of keratinocytes. Its beeswax
and squalane content smoothes the skin, while the macadamia and avocado oils nurture it.
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Item Nr.
SO20101
SO20102
SO20901
SO31605
SO21603
SO11606
SO31604
SO21601
SO21602

Item name
Solanie Face milk for Sensitive skin
Solanie Phyto Tonic Lotion
Solanie Mango-Rice AHA Facial Peeling
Solanie Argan stem cells Renew Serum
Solanie Argan stem cells Moisture moisturizing & tightening mask
Solanie Argan Energy skin renewal oil with Q10 coenzym
Solanie Argan stem cells Contour eye care serum
Solanie Argan stem cells Protect day cream
Solanie Argan stem cells Relax night cream

Packing
ml
500
500
150
30
100
125
30
100
100

Used amount
ml
2
3
3
0,5
6
1
0,5
2
2

Argan stem cells home
care
Item Nr.
SO10101
SO10102
SO21605
SO21604
SO11601
SO11602
SO10203
Once a week
SO10106
SO11603

Item name
Solanie Face milk for Sensitive skin
Solanie Phyto Tonic Lotion
Solanie Argan stem cells renew serum
Solanie Argan stem cells Contour eye care serum
Solanie Argan stem cells Protect day cream
Solanie Argan stem cells Relax night cream
Solanie Silk Touch Body & Massage Milk
Solanie Facial peeling cream
Solanie Argan plant stem cells Moisture moisturizing & tightening mask

Packing
ml
150
150
15
15
50
50
150
30
50

Used amount
ml
2
4
0,5
0,5
2
2
10
3
6

